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The Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) contractors have a 
phenomenal responsibility when it comes to executing a project for the clients. In 
general, the contractors have to comprehensively undertake a 360 degree approach 
which includes designing and planning and ensure that the project is delivered 
accurately and which satises the interim specication as laid out by the client.

TThe objectives of going through the commissioning, operation & maintenance  
process has been to ensure that quality in the project is never compromised and is 
being delivered by a design engineer who has the capability and expertise to carry 
out a detailed engineering plan and design the project. The engineer would also 
procure all the necessary equipment and materials necessary in order to deliver the 
project which dramatically benets the client in the long run.

IIn this transition, “Mecwel Group has become a specialist service provider which 
offers its customers a comprehensive range of products and services for power 
generation, steel, sugar, oil & gas and reneries and tailor-made solutions to 
meet specic needs”.

Mecwel Group is proud to have 30 years of  experience and proven track record of 
world wide execution of projects concerned with EPC and operation and 
maintenance.
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Introduction



About Us 

Mecwel Group is a conglomerate company which takes pride in providing a full range 
engineering services to customers such as procurement, construction and project 
management expertise. The legacy of the group is very well witnessed with a talent 
pool of professionals who work together as one collaborative work-force who 
understands the customer and their specic prerequisite.

OOver the years, we have demonstrated our abilities and strengths in meeting up the 
expectations of the customers and the budget plans. The company is quite proactive 
in terms of handling the mission-critical services under the most difficult 
circumstances.
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The Pivotal Asset

The company nurtures a talent pool of experts who conceive, design, build and 
sustain multiple projects. 

We have a rich philosophy of believing that our experts who tend to work with us are 
the assets.

As Mecwel Group works with clients spread all over the globe and the project location 
spread across, our experts have the exibility to travel across and show expertise in 
handling the toughest projects that get their way.



Mr. Prasada Rao is the CEO and Managing Director of Mecwel Group, an ISO 9001 
company with a strong and dedicated technical team and is responsible for 
providing strategic guidance to the organization. He is an erudite engineering 
professional who has inherent capability to show leadership qualities, execution and 
administrative capabilities with four decades of extensive experience and expertise.

PPrior to taking up the management position at Mecwel, he has been serving for two 
decades at Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL), where he participated and 
involved in the designing, testing, manufacturing, commissioning and servicing of a 
spectrum of products which later became the core elements to enhance economy.

He has also been on the distinction to work with international agencies like Alstom, 
Siemens, Tata Power, Skoda Power etc with prestigious assignments.
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Integrity, Trust & Openness

Client Focus Value

Professional Values

We always would dedicate the 
highest standards of client focus and 
we serve our customers with the best 
of our abilities and strengths. The 
dedicated team persistently works 
towards meeting the expected goal 
and vehemently ensures to exceed 
thethe expectations of the customer all 
the time.

Core Values

As a service company, we value 
professional relationships of our clients 
and value them the most, during the work 
execution, we demonstrate highest levels 
of professionalism driven by quality 
through our commitments in everything 
that we undertake or do.
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Integrity, Trust & Openness is not just 
another word, it’s part of our organizational 
heritage and philosophy which we have 
been diligently following with a rich legacy 
for 30 years. The organization works and 
delivers value which is much beyond the 
contract being agreed with our customers.
  
We always uphold the fundamental belief 
of Engaging, Enabling and Empowering 
our clients all the time.



Core Services

Our Deliverables

The activities that we undertake 
would include:

Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) is a growing segment, it has 
become a vital segment contributing to the economy of the country. Mecwel Group, 
has been appreciated to render a spectrum of manpower recruitment services 
specically for the EPC segment.

AAs a provider of value added services to companies, we also have a huge inventory in 
place to support the operations and maintenance along with EPC. These inventory 
becomes quite benecial to companies who get the recruitment support and 
inventory during the maintenance contracts.

We involve in erection, testing, 
commissioning, operation, maintenance.

We also undertake overhauling, 
refurbishment services for certain 
specialized sectors.

We focus on Gas & Steam Power, Sugar, 
Steel, Aluminium, Oil & Gas plants.

Planning the construction project, 
infrastructure and on-site fabrication of 
structures.

Commissioning of electrical and mechanical 
equipments, piping etc for larger industrial 
projects.

PProjects also include Power, Reneries, Steel, 
Sugar and pipeline.

    
The company also undertakes comprehensive overhauling and maintenance of 
operating plants in varied industries in Saudi Arabia.
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Our Services

Our Capabilities

Erection Services

Project Planning and Execution

Process Planning and control

Contract Management

Quality Assurance Compliance

Safety & Health Management

Environmental Management

LLegal Compliance

Customer Support

Facility and Manpower Management

Training and Skill Development

Inventory Management

General Work Practices and Systems

Planning for standard operational procedures
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We have an experienced technical team on-board, who ensure technical solutions 
which meticulously match to the specications stated by the customer. We always 
attempt to bring about services which are as per the industry standards. 

Testing

Commissioning of Gas Turbines

Steam Turbines

HRSG

Steam Generators

Reverse Osmosis Plants with its auxiliaries

PPiping works include fabrication of tanks, vessels etc

The erection services that are offered by our company are as follows:



Operation & Maintenance Services:

EPC Services for Power Plants

Overhauling & refurbishment of gas turbines

Generators

Steam Turbines

Generators

Heat recovery steam generators (HRSGs)

Steam Generators

RRO Plants

Sugar Plants

Organizations across the lay emphasis on the operations & maintenance services so 
that the power plants, gas turbines function very well and to ensure that the 
facilities bring about seamless efficiency when it comes to operations. 

The operations & maintenance services that we offer enhances the complex 
production environments and provide superior operations and maintenance 
services for private-sector and government affiliated companies.

We always ensure that our EPC Services for Power Plants services incorporate 
state-of-the-art technology. The committed engineers who are EPC experts provide 
exemplary services and become the testimony for engineering excellence, these 
engineers always bring about the best customer services to the projects that they 
undertake.
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Our Clients



CORPORATE HEAD QUARTERS 

MECWEL CONSTRUCTIONS
PLOT NO.510, SERVICE ROAD,
SRINIVASA NAGAR BANK COLONY,
VIJAYAWADA – 520 008,
ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA

PHONE :  +91-866-2547323, 2547324
FFAX :    +91-866-2541323
Email : info@mecwel.com

MECWEL CONSTRUCTIONS
2/4, CADIZ WATERS POINT COOK,
VICTORIA - 3030,
AUSTRALIA

PHONE:  +61-430564535

MECWEL CONSTRUCTIONS
7-1-99, SAHAKAR NAGAR,
KHAMMAM – 507002.
ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA

PHONE:   +91-874-2223560

MECWEL CONSTRUCTIONS,
PLOT NO. 503, BLOCK – A,
HIMA SAI PUJITHA APARTMENTS,
BEHIND WHITE HOUSE FUNCTION HALL, 
DOCTORS COLONY,
LB NAGAR,
HYHYDERABAD -  500 036

PHONE: +91-9440073755

MECWEL CONSTRUCTIONS
2101, GRANDIN ROAD #D,
APT. #446,
CINCINNATTI, OHIO – 45208, USA

PHONE: +1 513-376-9253

MECWEL CONSTRUCTIONS
PLOT NO 136/2, STREET NO 67,
KHARTOUM -II
SUDAN.

PHONE: +249-122553388
                +249-914030262

MECWEL CONSTRUCTIONS
VILLA NO 03, OLD SABIA ,
AL GHOB ,
RAS AL KHAIMAH,
UAE

PHONE: +971- 50-1031273

MECWEL CONTRACTING COMPANY
BUILDING NO: 7681 ,
BALABAK ,
GHIRNATAH DIST,
RIYADH-13242
P.O. BOX-3069

PHONE: PHONE: +966 567178999
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